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Stageplayers
in seareh of a ~stage
by Robert L·. Trahan
W hat s tarted out a s a
simple que s t ion a s to the
success of fundraising efforts
by t he Northeastern Stageplayers to buy seats for the
new Little- Theatre has turned
up some interesting developments . When the plan came
out t o renova t e the Lit t le
Thea tre and adjoining rooms
and offices, money had notbeen allocated for seats. The
Stageplayers then took it upon
themselves to raise money for
the seats . It appears t hat while
the students were doing t heir
part, · no one else was doing
their's.
Durward Redd, director of
Theatre and Andrea Townsend, president of the Stageplayers, say that they were
told to evacuate the ;Little
Theatre wing in December of
1~75. Remov in g eq u ip m en t
a nd other performing arts'
property, they vacated the
wing.
According to Redd, Mr.
Gould of the Capital Development Board continually told
the Theatre people that all was
taken care of and construction
would be able to begin as of
the middle of December. When
construction did not begin as
promised, Redd questioned
Mel Skvarla, director of Campus Planning, about the cause
of delay. Skvarla said---that the
bids had expired and, therefore, the contracts were not

met .
It is now necessary to rebid
for the job. According to Redd,
the university lost a very low
bit because of delays.
Redd added. that he felt the
student s are· the real losers in
this matter. They now have no
place to perform. This is also
the cause for the dwindling·-of
the class program. This is the
second straight year that t here
is no place for the directing
'class to meet.
W hen construction finally
begins, the entire wing will be
closed off. Then, t he little bit
they now use will also be gone.
Even if construction begins
immediately, t he section would
probably not be open until
next F all.
They say construction would
take four months, but judging
from past Northeastern construction exper ien ces, Redd
feels it will take much longer.
When asked if there were
other places to perform, Townsend said that the Auditorium
is booked up and the Unicorn
has no offstage area. Besides,
· if they were in the Unicorn
they would be jam.m ing a

Vehicle use
eur~ai[ed
Because of costly repairs
made recently on Stu den t
Government vehicles, the auto
maintenance fund has dipped
to a dangerously low level.
Due to the unexpected expenses, the university policy
regarding vehicle travel will be
strictly adherred to.
The policy allows for the
travel of one perso n to a
location not exceeding 300
miles from Northeastern at a
. total trip _d uration of 110 more
than two days, or for 2 or more
persons for a one-way distance
of no more than 500 miles for
up to three days.
This policy is necessary for
the continuation of travel in
senate vehicles for the remainder of the fiscal year.
For futher information, contact Senate Treasurer Jim
Payette in the Student Government Office (E-211 ).

facility used by all student s
every day.
Alumni Hall also has no
offstage area, no lights for
dramatic lighting an'd very bad
acoustics. There is also not
enough money for luml>er to .
build an offstage area.
The S t a gepla yers cannot
rent a t hea tre because they are
no t b udget ed fo r such an
· expense either .

Now desolate, it may be a long time before the Little Theatre sees
action again. [Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris]

'Beer Bashes illegal' says
Student Affairs VP
by Carol Jean Zalatoris

The l r
of o· -c , s
" beer bashes" was clarified
and reaffirmed by Jose Morales, vice-president of Student
Affairs, following a meeting
December 6 between Student
Senate President Judy Ma_cior
and Barbara Cook, t hen assistant to Vice-President Mor-

Library announces
extended hours

ales.
In a letter to the Se ate, ·
Morales stated that beer
bashes are illegal and such
activities a r e prohibited at
Northeastern Illinois University. He added that the sale of
alcohol, including the sale of
tickets for admi ss ion to a
dance ·where unlim ited free
beer is provided, is illegal, as is
any form of delivery of alcholic
beverages to the campus.
The question regarding the
continuance of on-campus beer
bashes was originated by members of the Saftey and Security
Department following a parking lot disturbance that broke
out during a beer bash held
last fall .
The Board of Govenors
adopted a policy pertaining to
the consumption of liquor on

of Libary hours on weekdays
to t he requested time of
midnight were unfeasible, but
that extension of hours on
Satu r day was possible at
minimal costs. The idea of
Sunday hours was totally
rejected at this time.
Szapiro instigated the investigation into the matter because h e felt that evening
students wit h daytime jobs
As of this trimester , the were suffering because of the
The Student Senate election
UNI Library will be open on former schedule. He also
of
officers for the new senate
thought
that
students
needed
Monday throug h Thur sday
year will take place on January
from 8 am to 10 pm, on Friday longer Library time during t he
25 and 26 between t he hours of
from 8 am to 6 pm, and on final exam periods.
9
a.m. and 7 p.m.
A recommendation was also
Saturday from 9 am to 5 pm.
Petitions for placement on
made
to
Williams
to
increase
.
This schedu le will remain
the ballot for the positions of
effective for this trimester Oil a the hours for gym and pool
President,
Vice-president.
strictly experimental basis. If facilities for · use during the
Treasurer
and
Secretary are
th:e - need is not shown, t he evening and on Saturdays.
available
in
t
h e StudentThis
idea
was
rejected
because
Library will probably revert to .
Government
Office
at teh
of space and costs.
the old schedule.
Main
Campus
(E
-211
) and
Late last year, the Student . The new Library building is
m
ust
be
t
u
rned
in
today,
Senate organized a committee progressing well and it is
January 17 by 5 p.m. with 25
to approach the 'president with hoped that extended services
student
signatures.
the request for extended hours will come · with the building's
from Monday through Satur- completion. The move to the
A person must have served
day ii.1 the Library and building is scheduled for
in the Student Senate for at
including Sunday hours. Stud- August with its ' opening in ·least _three months to be
ies conducted by the Library September at the start of Fall
eligible _for a position.
staff indicated t hat extension '77 trimester.

by Robert J. Kosinski
Efforts by Northeastern
Illinois University's Student
Government led by Senator
Jacobo Szapiro and studies
conduct_e d by University President Ron Williams, other
administrators and the UNI
Library staff have allowed for
t he exten sion o·f Satu r day
Library service hours.

state university campuses. In
accordance with this action by
the Board, the following policy
was developed for Nartheastern.
,
"Alcoholic beverages may
not be sold, bu t may be
consumed in designated Commuter Center areas at approved functio ns sponsored by
recognized campus organizations Monday through Friday
when classes are in session.
The approved areas include
Alumni Hall (after 3 p.m. ),
Buffeteria (after 3 p .m. ),
Commuter Cen ter M ee ting
Rooms (after 3 p.m.), Unicorn
(after 3 p .m. ), Game Room
(after 6 p.m.), F aculty Lounge
in t h e Classroom Building
(after 3 p.m.) , and Room 0-006 •
in the Classroom -Bu ilding
[cont'd on page 3]

Senate Officers
ElectionJan. 25 & 26
The election will take place
at the . five UNI campuses
(Main Cam p u s, Center for
Inner City Studies. UptowJ1
Center, Westside Center, and
El Centro) on January 25 and
26 . at designated areas. For
further informa tion contact ·t he
following:
1. Main Campus

2.
3.
4.
5.

Student
Government Office
Jerry Waters
CIGS
Sam Lopez
Up town
Wes Walker
Westside
· J os Acevedo
El Centro

New officers will assume
their positions on March 1.

.
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December 17, 1976
Student Press: ·
I am leaving the University
because I still feel as I did
when the Student Press published this letter of mine 15
years ago. Perhaps you would
reprint it as a farewell to a
profes sor who still believes
students ~re beauti~l.
Thanks,
Tom Farr
P .S. Officially, I have been
retired, but don't you believe
it!
NOTE : The follo\Ying letter to
the editor was published in the
Interim (Vol. 1 No. 4)
Thursday, November 2, 1961.
Interim was the student
publication at Northeastern
Illinois University when it was
called . Chicago Teachers College-North. Interim was renamed Print on March 12,

dangerous to have ideas
suppressed than expressed. I
throw in my lot with them.
But ideas are dangerous.
They have a way of bringing
about changes. Consider the ··
results of ideas turned loose in
the world by such men as
Darwin, Dewey, Marx, and
Christ!
A d ynamic society is a
working system of opinion,
prejudices, and ideas. Its vigor
depends on innovation. Innovation arouses resistance. A
struggle ensures. Some people
do not like the struggle. I
accept it as the price of
progress . So did Thomas
Jefferson.
Freedom of the press is
attractive to the reformer, the
critic, the man with ideas. As
new ideas are often unwelcome, so are reformation and
1968.
criticism. Who then needs to
Editor of Interim:
be protected i"n exercising
A fre e and responsible freedom of expression? Not the
student press should exist in - men who say what is trite,
all centers of higher learning·. !!Ommonplace, popular . For
Educa tors will agree on this.
whom then was the First
We disagree over the mean- .Amendment designed? For the
ing of " free and responsible." unpopular innovator and critic;
And it is well that we do, for This protection does ' not exist
our disagreement emphasizes in Russia or China.
the·· fact that free<iom of the
Student newspapers are ofpress is always in danger and ten filled with errors of fact
is always dangerous.
and opinion. Their editorials
The authors of the First are sometimes crude. Their
· Amendment to the Constitu- staff often show ii;npatience.
tion decided that it was more Come to think of it, students

PRINT, the official campus newspaper serving
Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 -N." St. Louis Ave.,
Chicago, Ill., 60625, is published each Friday during the
regular academic year.
DEADLINE for submitting material is Tuesday 12:00
noon for the following___ Friday's issue. All copy must be
typed. ]...ate copy or material that does not conform in the
standards set forth under PRINT publibition policy, at
their discret ion, any letters to the editor, announcements,
articles, classifieds, ph_o tos, ads, or other submitted
material for publication.
· PRINT editors have sole authority governing all material
_ submitted for publication. The editors of PRINT reserve
the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors ,need not
accept all submitted material for publication. Good
journalistic standards ·shall be maintained.
Students are encouraged to submit LETTERS TO ·THE
EDITOR. Letters should not exceed two (2) typewritten
pages. Unsigned letters will not be p_ublished, but names
will be wit hheld upon request. Obsenitites are discouraged.
ANNOUNCEMENTS will be accepted from any student,
faculty , administrator, department , or organiza~ion
affiliated with the university. Announcements should not
exeed ½ page typewritten and will be published on a.
space-available basis.
CLASSIFIEDS are free to all students and affiliates of
the university . Classifieds should be Hmited t o 50 typed
words. C assifieds will be published on a space-available
basis. All Classifieds will remain confidential.
PHOTOS a .ibmit ted for publication become the property
of P RINT.
otos will be returned u;>ori, request but will
not be held
more t han one week. Photos sho 1ld include a
informative 1tion (6 lines max .) t yped on a setu-irate sheet
and attache<'",
'
PAID. A i
..m be published according to the agreement
.- between th · .1siness Manager and client. No ad·s will be
taken over i" • telephone.
THE PR" T OFFICE is located in E 049, j ' st outside
the Caf?ter · on the lower level of the Student Union
, . Buildin,:.
iffice is normally open - from 9:00 a.m. to
6 :00 p.m
· ,ay through Friday.
. 11
TH E O F FIC E TELEPHONE number is 583-4050,
' 1 extension 50 ~ or 509. After 9:00 p.m., the, "direct "night
-~ne" is 583··~•) ,

~

OH WELL . . .. 11/F SHOW

HI/ST GO

ON.. .

·

,

in our classes often show
impatience, impatience based
on ignorance or idealism. On a
few occasions ·1 have found
students on examination making errors of fact and opinion'.
Chicago newspapers are guilty
of. the same grievous sins.
Thomas Jefferson said, "Errors of opinion may be
tolerated where reason is left
free to combat it."
·
The responsibility of the
school administrati9n, the faculty,, and the student press is
one and the same: Search for
truth; protest the freedom to
make errors; encou rage widespread expression of ideas ;
bring reasons to bear on the
ideas expressed in a free
market. Age and experience
should demonstrate more truth
and more reason, but they
have monopoly on neither.
1 Youth
will show more
impatience. Can we be patient
with their impatience? I can,
because I am still young, and I
can remember w.heQ I was
younger. I can, because I know
t hat impatience w,ith " wrong"
helps to make things " right."
But above all I can be patient
with the Interim staff, because
the American tradition is that
a college press .and facultyadministration live togetp.er in
an atmosphere of suspicious
amity, much like two-brothers
trying to date the same girl.
Good luck, brother.
Dr.Thomas Farr,
Curriculum Chairman of
Social Science Division

Dear U .N.I. Civil S_e rvice
Employees,
I wish to express my
appreci~tion and gratitude to
all of you for your faith and
support in electing me as yo:µr
next Civil Service Advisory
Committee . Representative.
Effective J.anuary 6, 1977, l
will b e newly seated , and
replace our present representative on t he Advisory Committee. I will also be attending our
own Ci;vil Service Council
meetings.
I want to hear from you all
regarding any complaints or
concerns abqu t employment,
Civil Service rules, \ or your
thoughts 01; recommendations
on pay, benefits, or promotions. I promise you, I will
give it my best shot!
Sincerely yours,

Here we go again!
The trumpets are sounding.
The explosion of feet trampling
And the semester starts a new!
Poets come hither.
Or just a verse or two.
Of your inner emotional virtues.
This new column is the expression
the question, the rendition
of anyone who wants to
Send me y our thoughts, poems, short, s hort stories or
suggestions to
Red/ care of the Print
how many times have you been that gamblin' man . ..
I'm gonna tell you a story about gambling Mike
who the gambler's called the spice, of life.
now Mike was a gambler and· that's a fact,
he would gamble on _anything just like that.
Mike could play cards, he would play from his heart,
he would bet on the evens and he would bet on t he odds.
coon-can Mike's the man
five card stud, if yQu would
black jack, pitty pat-just like. that.
tunk-Mike could beat you playing that drurik.
Mike could also shoot dice in his hands,
they were like ice, he· could melt a seven
or freeze on eleven.
but out of all his take Mike only made one mistake,
the only thing that Mike did wrong,
was taking care of gambling,
but not taking care of home.
the things that Mike did his old lady was dispising,
when Mike was gone her temperature was steady rising;
one day when Mike go home
all he found was gone,
Mike said I will give it all up for you, babe,
but deep down inside he knew it was too late,
he said if you come back I will correct all my wrong.
but he was talking to the walls,
because she was gone
by Jerry Lee Harris Mail-Messenger UNI

the stall
PRINT is the campu newspaper for Northeastern Illinois
Uni ver sity. P ublished weekly, this paper is paid for by student
fees and lar gely t he . wor k of Nor t heastern St udents. Materials
· pu blished 'here in are not to be co nfus ed with views expressed by
•the Uni versity administ ration. PRINT is l~cated in E-049.
Editor-in-Chi ef. . . . . .. . ... .. . . ....• ... . . .. . .. Robert J. Kosinsk i
Ma naging Editor . . . . . .. . .. . . . ....... . ... . RobertL. Tra han, Jr.
Associate Editor .... . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . ... . . . . . Ann F. Holda
Photo Editor . . . .. .. . . ..... . . .... .. ... . . . ...... .. . Dolora J ung
Spo rts Editor ... . . ... . . ... . . .. ..... . .... .. , . . ...... John Stepal
Business Manager .. . . ..... ...... . • •.... .. . <;;arol Jea n Zalatoris
Slaff: Al Al bert, Cindy Lo u Berger. Larry Brittan, Jakki Freedm an,
Ellen Kokoris, Kath1 Konopasek, Bohb1 Kramer, Sue Lamb,
David Maher, Mar) Petersen, Bcnilde Polverini, Carol Pdraza,
Fanni Sosna, Liz S1giel.
Photographers: Cy nthia Hagerty, Paul J. Manda. Pauline Philipps.
Diane Poulos, Kaylene Thompson
Gra phics: Tom Hamill,-Mark Schultz

Red Hurley
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The diagram at the right is a
small scale design of the new
UNI transcript or grade report
as it was commonly known.
The 81/2 x 11 academic record
ha s become an 11 x 8½
document flipped on its side.
The -days of receiving plain
whi t e envelopes containing
g rades are past . A rather
sophisticated data mailer system has been developed,
incorporating the printing and
mailing processes together .
UN I students will receive
t ranscript data mailers. which
pull apart to reveal Fall 1976
trimester grades.
All transcripts will contain
cumulative information only. ·
Academic work completed prior to fall 1976 will not be
reflected course by course but
instead a sum total or
cummulative summary will be
deatiled . Prior credits are
maintained as part of previous
trai1 scripts and a general
statement will indicate that
this detailed course work is_
on page one of the academic
record.
Each of the t,hree possible
types of transcript entries are
illustrated on the sample form .
A brief explanation will enable
you to accurately decipher
your record.
Example 1 : You never
attended UNI prior to September 1976 and you earned no
credit at any other college or

DATE Of BIRTH - l'M /DD/YY

• .: · •.

Il l

ST

I

US CONSTITUTION RErU!R[~E~T NET -

***

t·!AJR {)~ Ol /01/77

i cou11sE. rw·.rnrn
couRsr mu
rn. 1uis. Gl! :.ti! l j
f - - ' - - - - - - - - - -- ' - - - - - - - - - -~ - i

CREDIT EARNED PP.IOR TD FALL 76
SPRING 76
~ ERM EARNED
o . oo
GDPT
o-. oo
icUM
EARNED
10.00·
GDPT
0 . 00

CUUHS£ mr.!11~11

----·- 1

cuuRs[ Tlll[

I

I.TRANSFER

I
GPA
GPA

o . oo
o . oo: ·

6 ect
:

IDn

I

'
!(REDIT
EARNED PRIOR TC FALL 76 ON PAGE 1
university which transferred to
I
SUMMER 76
~ERM EARNED
0.00
GD PT
0.DD
UNI.
' $ed,on JI
f UM EARNE0
2D . 00
GDPT
SD. DO
Your record will appear
similar to the listings in
IMUS 10 1 IrlTRC TOf Al MUSIC
l
76
Section II and III of the
~RT l 01
INTRO TO AR T
~ ERM EARNED
6 . 00
GDPT
24 . D0
. Se.c:hc n 1IL
sample tr~nscript.
F UM EARNED
36.00
GDP T
I 05 . 0
I
Cummulative information
!
for credit earned prior to
!
September 1976 is detailed as
.i
0.00 since you have no prior
i
record. The Fall 1976 trimester
will · be detailed.
I
Example 2: You attended
I
U NI prior to Fall 1976 and
I
earned no transfer credit .
form to be used to notify the
affect credit hours or grade
Your record will appear
Records Office of any discrepoint average and may be
s im ilar to · the listings in
pancies on the acad emic
Sections II and III of the · removed at such time when a
records .
grade
is
submitted
and
recordsample transcript. Prior cumIf you do not receive your
ed in its place.
mulative information will be
Grades are anticipated for transcript , you may have
detailed. The Fall 1976 trimesmailing a t t he end of this failed to validate your Fall
ter will be detailed..
.
week, along with a correction 1976 tuition bill. Please make
E xample 3 : You attended
UNI prior to the Fall 1976
t~rm and earned 10 hours of
transfer credit.
Your record will appear
si milar to the li ey tings in
Sections I , II , and I II of the
sample transcript.
"I'm mad as hell, and I'm I sent in nearly two weeks ago.
Cummulative transfer credit
not
going
to take it anymore! " Not only can't I get a new
will be detailed. Cummulative
Peter
Finch and a cast of parking decal, but my resignaUNI information will be
.thousands in the motion tion may have been cancelled
detailed. The Fall 1976 trimesand I don't even know it and I
picture, 'Network. '
ter will be detailed.
can't even get a re{und of some
by
Robert
J.
Kosinski
A symbol of ." X" in the
of my student Fees because I
It
may
not
interest
you
to
grade column on your trangot cheated out of an activity
script indicates that a grade know that I missed the first
two classes this trimester hour. This, of course, would all
was not submitted for you for
have to happen after I bought
that particular course section. because of a serious foot injury
all of my books at two
so la s t Monday I limped
The "?(. " sy~bol is not a
different stores - books which
through
e1even-pl
us
inches
of
punitive grade, it does not
would undoubtedly be worthsnow to find that some of my
less if I would have to take
class rooms had been changed.
those courses over again.
I had a class scheduled during
No, it appears that Northan activity' hour, and half of
eastern has made no resolu- ·
my teachers did now allow the
tions for this new year. And its
Book Nook to stock up on
their books.
quite a shame. I was so
hopeful.
As of this writing, I have
Its kind of funny , though.
not yet received my grade
Its funny that it may take as
report from last trimester or
long to remodel the Little
the receipt for the bill payment

i

.,I

i
;

!

I '

i'

i

every effort to contact the
Cas hier 's office· to resolve any
discrepancy in the validation
of y our Fall billing. The
Records Office will not release
any grades without authorization from the Cashier's office.

commentary

New year, new problems?

I)eputy Chief

Nadile resigns
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
On .Pecember 31, 1976,
Theodore ·"Tedy " Nadile,
Deputy Chief of Saftey and
Security, left his position at
Northeastern Illinois University. Nadile . submitted his
postdated resignation to the
Personnel Office on December
7 and cited only personal
reasons for his action.
Nadile's decision came as
so~e what of a surprise to the
officers employed in the Safety
and Security Department, as
well as university employees,
members of the Student
Government, and -many students at UNI who respected
Nadile for his honesty and
high regard for students.
When asked ·.by Print the
reasons he felt it necessary to
resign Nadile only replied, "I
enjoyed working at Northeastern and particularly loved
meeting and · serving the
students. I believe that a
university security department's main objective should
be to protect the members of
the university and insure
academic freedom for all
students."
" I 'm sorry to leave," he
said, "but at least now I know
how Marshal Mendel felt when

Page 3
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Theatre as it does to build the
new Library building. I ts so
funny that the university
cannot institute its new policy
of a $10 fee for change of
registration this term because
of computer problems. Its
really funny that three people
asked me last week how to get
to the Science Building from
the underground tunnel and
one of those people was a
faculty member.
But not all of our problems
end with nonexistent passage- ways. I've just told you some
of my troubles but I'd really
like to hear some of yours.
That's what a newspaper is
for.
The university doesn 't want
to ignore you, but they have
no choice if they don't see you.

Bakalis to speak at January
commencement

Former Deputy Chief Nadile.
(Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris)
he resigned. "
Nadile was' hired by the
university on July 1, 1976 to
file a position that had been
vacant for nine months. Before
accepting his duties at UNI,
Nadile has served 17 years
with · the Chicago Police Department; 14 ½ in the area of
narcotics.

by Robert J. Kosinski
After an extensive search for
a prominent person to address
graduates and guests at the
J _a nuary commencement exercises , the Commencement
Committee has finally ended
their quest.
-Michael J . Bakalis , the
former Superintendent of Public Instruction who was elected
Stated Comptroller this past
November, will speak at the
ceremon_ies to be held on
January 31 at - p.m . in the
Arie Crown Theatre of
McCormick Place.
Late last year, members of
the Committee were confident
that they had procured Senator Adlai Stevenson to deliver
the address. Arrangements has
been made and letters were
sent to faculty , staff and
graduates announcing that
fact. However, circumstances
surrounding his Washington
duties forced the senator to

cancel the engagement.
Representative Frank An nunzio was the second choice,
but he , too, had other
committments.
Though other possible
speakers were mentioned, it
was thought that an atte'inpt
should be made to get Bakalis
because of his expertise in
education and his lecturing
experience. Bakalis has had

materials published and has
received many honors in the
field of education.
As always, President Ron
Williams and the Commencement Committee urge all
members of the Northeastern
Illinois University Community, as well as graduates, for a
healthy participation in January's commencement ceremony.

Beer Bas~es

(cont'd from page 1)

(after 3 p.m .)."
Cook told The Print that
although the university does
not forbid the consumption of
liquor on campus, the university cannot continue to condone
the sponsoring of beer bashes
or similiar activities that are ·
open to both students and
non-students. She explained
that presidential receptions,
inner office and student organization parties are usually by

invitation only and are limited
to the number of guests,
whereas beer bashes are vertually impossible to supervise.
She further cited that the
university cannot risk being
held equally responsible for the
action of any intoxicated
students or non-students who
may damage property or
become involved in an' automobile accident after leaving a
university beer bash.

•··,

·.

)
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announcen1ents

THE ENSEMBLE ESPANOL will hold auditions for men and
women dancers during activity hour Tuesday, Jan. 18th (1-2
p.m.) and also Friday, Jan. 21. (9-11 a.m. ), and Saturday, Jan. 22
(10 a.m. to 12 Noon ) in the Dance Studio A-113.
THE ENSEMBLE ESPANOL is now preparing for its spring
concert ' season to be presented in t he UNI auditorium. THE
ENSEMBLE ESPANOL is also supported in part by a grant
from the Illinois Arts Council. The company repetiore is
comprised of dances in the classical, regional and flamenco styles.
Dancers with t raining in character, ballet, modern and folk are
encouraged to audition. And for those of you who have never
been to an audition and have always wanted to dance with the
ENSEMBLE ESPANOL ... . . .. .You are welcome to come by
the studio and try anyway!!!!!!!! !!
SAMMY CAHN, currently staring in the hit
Theatr~ till January 20, " Words and Music, "
done. 1:00 p.m., in MUSIC RECITAL HALL
on Thursday, January 20.
Come and bring your friends to hear this
award-winning songs. He's great! Free!

show at the Civic
will tell how it's
in the "A" Wing
pop composer of

THE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB will' meet every Tuesday during
the Winter Trimester at 1:00 p.m. in room S-325. Programs for
the Trimester will be announced at the appropriate times. The
club is open to all university students interested in the realm of
Psychology. All are invited to attend to share your ideas and help
in the organization of existing plans and the invitation of new
programs.
ATTENTION ALL PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS! On Tuesday,
January 18, in room S-325, at 1:00 p.m. the candi<!ates for the
t epresentative positions of the Psychology majors to the
departmental faculty council and student affairs committee will
discuss departmental issues and answer questions regarding their
candidacy. It is hoped that all majors who can possibly do so will
attend this meeting in order to fully and intelligently participate
in this electoral process.
CORRECTION DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY D r.
Chacon's section of Persuasion and Reason is incorrectly listed on
page 37 of the Schedule of Classes for the Winter Trimester, 1977
as : 15555 101 02 PERSUASION & REASON 3.0 0100-0150pm
TRF SCI Sll2 CHACON. It should be listed as: 15555 101 02
PERSUASION & REASON 3.0 0100-0150PM MWF SCI Sll2
Chacon
THE SPANISH CLUB invites you to hear the personal
experiences of UNI student Clemencia Casas who just returned
after studying .at the UNIVERSIDAD DE LOS ANDES in
Bogota, Colombia. She will relate her experiences in English. All
students who are contemplating a study abroad experience
should take advantage of this opportunity. She will speak in
Room 2-044 on Tuesday, January 18th, at 1:00 p.m.
There will be a meeting for all members of SCEC on Tuesday
1-18-77 at 1:00 in room 3-081. It concerns the Winter Carnival,
please come.
The Women's Studies Program BROWN BAG SEMINAR
presents"WOMEN IN AMERICAN HISTORY," a slide talk by
June Sochen. The seminar :will be held in CC216, Tuesday,
January 18 at 1 P.M. WOMEN AND MEN are invited; bring a
bag lunch, refreshments will be available. ·

THE INDEPENDENT CLUB BOARD will meet Thursday,
January 20, at 1:00 in the Classroom Building, room 2-056.-

· Orchesis sponsors .
workshops in dance
by Kathy Konopasek
This se,mester Orchesis, will
be sponsoring Modern Dance
workshops . The classes are
open to anyone who is
interested in dance and would
like to learn the different
techniques and dance ex ercises.
Marge 'R obley, UNI's dance

instructor will be teaching
these classes which are held on
Tuesdays from 4:00 to 5:00.
Guest Artists will be invited to
teach some of the classes.
Jerry James (Minu-U) who is
presently performing with
Richard will be conducting
classes on Thursdays, from
4:00-6:00

19. These free yearbooks will be distributed in the following
manner:SENIORS - Wednesday, Jan. 19; JUNIORS & Seniors
- Thursday, Jan. 20, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS & SENIORS
- Friday, Jan. 21, ALL STUDENTS - The week of Jan. 24.
Please present your student I.D. to receive these free yearbooks.
Will the following people please pick up their BLOOD DONAR
CARDS in Health Service: Judith M. Agnew, Jim V. Azzano,
Jeff P. Beckman, Deanie A. Bergbreiter, Lionel R. Berntson,
Renee D. Bitoun, John W. Brichetto, Elizabeth A. Brown, Jay R.
Brubaker, Sandy Lee Bump, Faith A. Cannon, Caryn Chemers,
Merilee S. Christensen, Timothy M. Coogan, Eddie Deleon,
James M. Doyle, Jim R. Draths, Dave Dziagwa, Betty Eckstein,
Arlene M. Engert, Mary Jo Fanelli, Pamela Friedman, Paul S.
Frizane, Maureen A. Garrity, William J. Glass berg, Linda M.
Godzicki , Tony Gruba, Terese Halplin, Linda S. Hodshire, Jean
M. Holda, David D. Holodak, David A. Jenkins, Thomas P.
Jennings, Kathy Kasser, Jean Kautz, Ellen Kokoris, Georgene L.
Kupinski, James V. Kusz, Ken T. Laurence, Linda V. Leake,
Jack Zamstein, Jean Leech, Michael R. Luth, Robert A. Maas,
Antonios Maillis, Carol J. Martys, Kevin McDonald, Thomas P.
McHugh Marianne Michalek, Patricia Murzyn, Pat J . Musker,
Tom S. Obyrne, Jan L. Ostromencki, Pam A. Owens, Brian
Penny, Marita L. Perlman, Greg Pfeiffer, Pauline M. Philipps,
John D. Pirog, Carol K Podraza, Robert J. Puharic, Irene
Retelskyj , Deloris B. Roberts, Cecily A. Roland, Cindy
Rosenberg, Harold M. Rosner, Edward Rozalewicz, Peter M.
Russel , Edward M. Schalek, William P. Scott, Gail Seidman,
Gayle Small, Kathy M. Spring Horn, Karen S. Stoltzner, Robin
Trilling, Robert Tucker, Cindy A. Tworek, Edward F. Veth,
Edward L. Walsh, Andrea S. Wilk, Tom Wise, Cheryl M. Wood,
Ed W. Wyman.

LIFE IN ISRAEL - WHAT IT COULD MEAN TO YOU:
As part of Israel A~areness Week, sponsored by Students for . JIM PETERIK AND THE CHI RYTHM SECTION. Former
Israel, Harvey Schneider, the new director of the Aliyah office, leader of the Ides of March, Jim Peterik will bring his extremely
will show a slide presentation on life in Israel and will have tight rockin band to UNI Auditorium, Tuesday, January 18 at
information on job opportunities and answer questions. 1:00. This most requested band shall be making a final
Wednesday, January 19; noon-2 p.m. Village Square, Commuter appearance before Jim breaks off on a solo concert. Admission is
Center.
·
free to all UNI students.
UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL - As part of Israel
CAMELOT will be shown Tuesday night at 7:00 in the
Awareness W1iek, representatives from Israeli universities will
Auditorium by CCAB Roll-em Productions. UNI students are
come· with specific information about various programs. admitted free, but must pick up a ticket.
•
• Thursday, January 20; 1-2 p.m: Room 219 · Cpmmuter Center,
Sponsored by Students for Israel.
ANATOMY OF A MURDER will be shown in the Unicom at
noon on Wednesday, · January 19 as part of the Unicorn Film
DEBBIE FRIEDMAN, HEBREW /ENGLISH FOLK- Series.
SINGER, will perform at a coffeehouse sponsored by Klal
Yisroel. Thursday, January 27. 1-2:30 p.m. Room 219 CHICAGO'S OWN COMEDY COLLEGE will be held
Commuter Center. All students and faculty welcome.
Thursday, January 20 at 1:00 in the Auditorium. Some of the
most hilarious comedy will be performed arid discussed by the
TO ALL STUDENTS FROM THE YEARBOOK
founders of Chicago's Just Comedy Development Center.
The 1975 yearbooks are due _to arrive on Wednesday, January (~ponsored by CCAB Lecture Series.)
·

For further information concerning these workshops contact Libby O'Hagan or Marge
Robley whose offices are
located - in the A wing, room
114.

Greek courses
now offered
rhe Northeastern Illinois
University foreign language
department is offering 'a course
in Greek culture during the
win ter term. The course, called
Introduction to Greek Culture,
is to be taught in English. It
will con4tin a survey of the
Greek cultural heritage and its
impact on wester:1 civilization.
Included will be the folklore,
history, and arts of Greece and
an introduction to modern
Greece; its institutions, customs, and life. There also will
be a brief study of Greek-American culture. Modern Greek
II is also being offered this
trimester.
· Modern Greek is a relative
newcomer to the family of
foreign languages on the
campus of Northeastern. It
was introduced last September
in response to th'e needs of the
North Side Greek community,
which suppo,rted the classes by
matching the funds available
at the university. ,
Fotios Konstantinos Litsas
is the instructor. A native
Greek, he currently is a Ph. D.
candidate at the University of
Chicago. He is knowledgeable ·
in several languages besides
Greek and English and has
been the recipient of numerous
awards and citations both in
Greece and the United States.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send for · your up-to-date, l60page, mail' order 4;atalog. -Enclose
to cow, postage and

s, ;()() ·

h!lnding.
11ESEARCH ASSISTANCE; INC.

11322 IDAHO AVE., I 206
LOS ANGl:LES, CALIF •.90025
1213) 477-8474
·

Our

,._.,ch papers~ sold for

: reieai:cti purJ)OIII only.
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Survey indicates orientation success

OPPORTUNl:fY

.Stuff Envelopes ·
$25.00 PER HUNDR_ED

Of the 44% who answered NO:
During November and December of last trimester, the
24% wanted 1/ 2 hour more
University Counseling Center staff distributed Orientation
19% wanted 1 hour more
evaluation _questionaires · to freshmen students. Participants in
4% wanted 1, 1/ 2 hours more
the survey were obtained largely from those freshmen who
lOo/o wanted 2 hours more
attended the_ University Counseling Center Course Request
15% would have liked to take the materials home for a night
Workshops held during November and from Dr. Mac Donald 's
to think it over.
History of Popular Culture course, which has a large freshmen
Approxipiately 28% did not specify how much more time
enrollment. In all 162 freshmen participated in the survey.
The Staff of the University Counseling Center felt that after
they would have liked
attending classes for most of the trimester that freshmen would
6. What were the strengths?
be in a good position to look back and evaluate the worthiness of
67% answered
their Orientation experience. This survey concerns the morning
Of the total of 162 survey participants:
26% information given on requirements
segment of the Orientation days only. Being interested in
improving their Freshmen Orfontation program, the University
23% quality of group leaders
17% assistance with making out a class schedule
Counseling Center staff intends on using the results of this
14% comfortable atmosphere of small groups
survey, in the planning and development of next year's program.
Overall, those participating in the survey responded favorably
7. What were th~·weaknesses?
47% answered
to their Orientation experience. Those areas highlighted as
Of the total of 162 survey participants:
strengths were: information given on requirements, quality of
39% no course description books
group leaders, assistance with making a class schedule, and the
27% not enough time
comfortable atmosphere provided within the small groups. 7% more helpers
The main areas of weakness pointed out by freshmen were: the
. 4% inconsistency of information between <!ifferent giOUps
lack of course description book and catalogs, not enough time for
8. If you received a copy of ('m, Orfo11,tc1tion Issue of the Print,
formulating a schedule of classes, inconsistency of information
given in the different groups, and the need for more helpers. Effor The Great Survival Gni~, lmw much of it did you read? What
is now being made to help instfre the availability of course was help~d~ W'nat was not helpful? What would you like to see
description books and catalogs for freshmen attending next added?
summer's Orientation ' University Counseling Center staff are
63% received a copy '
planning to re-organize the morning session of Orientation to
14% did not receive a copy
provide at least one additional hour for freshmen to use in course
23% did not reply
selection and scheduling. Efforts will also be made in training
7% wanted more information on the different majors
group leaders and peer advisors to stress the importance of
3% wanted more information on the varfous social/ recrea- '
informa tion being consistent from group to group.
tional programs
Some freshmen felt that more helpers were needed. If you are
3% though that the suggestion tu take 12 hours was not
interested in being a peer advisor during Freshmen Orientation,
appropriate for t hem
' next July, watch for announcements in March on how to apply.
4. Do you feel you were given too much information? If so,
To find out more about this see David Helfand in the University what could we eliminate?
Counseling Center, B-115.
6% responded YES ·
86% responded NO
Number of participants · 162
Approximately 8% did not reply
1. Did you feel comfortable in your group? If not, what could
5. Did you feel you were given enough time to make out your
we have done to make it more enjoyable?
class schedule? If no, how much more time would you have liked?
94½ responded YES
52% responded YES
94% responded Yli;S
44% responded NO
1% responded NO
Approximately 4% did not reply.
Approximately 5% did not reply
Of those that did receive the paper:
2. Do you feel your group leaders were well informed? Helful?
60% read all of it
In what areas do you feel they could have used more training? "
5% read half of it
93% responded YES
14% read none of it
4%' responded NO
Of those who read all of it:
Approximately 3% ·did not reply
69% found it helpful
3. Do you feel more information was needed? If yes, in what
31% did not reply
areas? ,
I
9.
What is , your overall feeling about· the Orientation
52% responded YES
experience? .
45% responded NO
86% responded positively
Approximately 5o/o did not reply
• 7% responded negatively
Of the total of 162 survey participants :
3% responded indifferently
39% wanted more information on course descriptions

Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston, Mass. 02110
"Flowers & P /,ants for All Occas ions "

§JI A\ JS JEJll
Jt? JC O Jll J( § l \S
3358 West Bryn M awr
Chi cago , Ill. 478-6276

10% DISCOU NT
TO ALL
UNI STUDEN TS
AND FACULTY
WITH 1.0. 'S

- -----------------.............................
.•.

.

. .. .. . . ..'• ... ..... ... ... .....' .
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

WHIRLY'S
5607 North Kimball
Chicago, Iii: 267-6676

HOT DOGS, CHEESE DOGS , CH ILI
DOGS, CORN DOGS , HAMBUR GERS
CHEESE BURGERS , GYRO BURGERS:
BARBECUE & ITALIAN BEEF,
POLISH & ITALIAN SAUSAGE
CHILI, TACOS, BURITTOS, ,
TAMALES , PIZZA STEAK , FRIES,
MUSHROOMS , CH ICKEN_, SHRIMPS.
SHAKES: ICE CREAM

We serve pizza tool
UNI SPECIAL
10% Discount on Purchases
with UNI I.D, Card

4% did not reply
10. Do you feel that the Orientation program is helpful to
entering freshmen? If not, why?
94% responded YES
2% responded NO
4% did not reply
1

picture poll
by Cind :,· Hagerty

WHAT IS YOUR NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION?

Bob Lucius, Freshm~p;Art:
No~ to-drink over a .six p_a ck
at one time.
· ::: ': ;;,, -~
, 1:1 'K)~U
t°i.J

Mickey Bartelson, JuniorE ngJish: •
. -T<;> go to all my classes.

...

Rich "Fat Daddy" Michniak,
Senior-Physical Education:
I want to meet more people
in scµool -so I ha~ e more · friends .

Tom O'Bryne, SophomoreDebl,>ie Romero, Sophomore. Business:
-Criminal Justice:
To keep . my eyes on the
To quit smoking.
I'
books instead of the girls.

..
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-SAM hoping to expand activities
by Ronald D. W~slow
Northeastern'.s
business
club, the Students for Advancement of Management
(SAM), will hold their first
monthly public meeting on
Tuesday, January 18, 1977
from 10:00 A.M . to 11:00
.A.M . in Alumni · Hall at the
new Commuter Center. The
speaker will be Mr. Robert C.
Parker, a Vice President of
International Harvester Corporation. Mr. Parker will talk
about careers in business and
the current business scene. An
open question and answer
period will follov.· the talk.
Free refreshements including
coffee and cake will be served.
All students and faculty are
{nvited to attend.
This is the first of several
monthly public sessions SAM
will sponsor in establishing
links between the academic
and business communities.
Thi:ough these and other
programs, SAM hopes to
revive interest and interaction
and contribute to a better
understanding ·among student,
political and business groups. ·
SAM assumed a new upgraded position with the
election of new club officers
and consequebt planning of
various new programs· and
activities. the new executive

officers are : Glen R. Barrow,
President; Mimi Nowicki,
Comptroller; Robert Bailey,
Vice President-Program Planning; Greg Widdes, Vice
President-Membership; · Ronald D. Weslow, Vice PresidentMarketing and Rob~rt Korvas, Vice President-Promotion.
Serving on the Advisory
Council are Faculty Advisor
Dr. Renas of the Business and
Management Department and
Don McCann.
Membership is open to all
·students and entitles one to
booklets, newsletters and contact with the national organization, the Society for Advancement of Management,
which SAM at Northeastern is
affiliated with.
SAM's officers stressed the
broad and varied range of
topics and activities the club
will be involved in, appealing
not only to the business
management and economics
students, who comprise over
one third of Northeastern's
student population, but to all
students who are seeking help
in finding a job, applying
knowledge of other fields in a
business situation (such as
becoming a school administrator instead of a teacher), or who
are seeking a better under•
standing of how business

A

A/ICE

P4Y. .. .

really wo;ks. All of . SAM's
officers will be at the Tuesday,
January 18th meeting with
information on membership
and coming activities and to
answer any questions students
may have. For more information, please contact the Bus- .
iness and Management office
in S,212G, Extension 4050.
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PIZZA IN THE PAN
Cocktails '
•
Char-broiled Gulliburgers.
Ribs • Chicken· • Steaks
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RESTAURANT & PUB
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UNI
T-SHIRTS
JACKETS

COME
TOUS

All sizes & colors
Shirts: $1.69 Up
-Jackets: $9.95
TOP
LP'S

$4.80

8-TRACK
TAPES

$5.50

FOR ALL
YOUR

TEXTBOOKS
&SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

Double Albums And
Ta~es Slightly Higher~~----~ _

GIFTS
CARDS
NOVEL TIES

Refund Policy
* Must have register receipt
* Book must be clean, unmarked
January 20, 1977
is the last day for refunds.

All
Children's
Books
$1.59

ANDBANKAMERICARD® CHARGE
your
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An_entertaining evening
in 'words and music'
by Myra Kachman
pitch is more than compensat-Anyone who feels as I do, ed for by his infectiously warm
that the best possible version personality and humor. Beof a song is the one that is sides, Mr. - Cahn very wisely
sung by the composer or permits his three supporting
lyricist, should see Words and singers to perform the vocal
Music at- the Civic Theatre duties and honors for songs
through January 30. Lyricist requiring power and accuracy.
Sammy Cahn, supported by They never fail to deliver
three superb singers ....! Mart- perfectly.
ha ·Oanielle, Ann Jilliann and
It is an exceedingly wellDavid Romano, and musical written , well-rehearsed · and
director-pianist Richard Leon- structured show that manages
ard -: present s an evening of t o retain the quality of some of his best lyrical efforts seeming as if it is being
tinged with just the right performed for the first time.
· balance of humor and just
Using an imaginary typeenough personal background writer placed upon the grand
to keep the show from piano which occupies most of
becoming merely an " And- the stage, Mr. Cahn, upon
then-I-wrote" exercise. As it hearing a musi~al phrase from
stands, Words and Music is a one of his composer-partners,
highly polished, highly profes- all of whom are portrayed by
sional , tot ally entertaining . Richard Le_onard, writes a
evening in the theatre. It- is · near-perfect lyric everytime,
easy to understand why the the first time, thereby minimshow has been so successful on izing our perceptions of just
Broadway and through other how difficult it is to mold
tours.
music and lyrics together in ·
Mr: Cahn, who has written total harmony - something
lyrics to such hits as "Bei Mir which Mr. Cahn has mastered.
Bist Du Schoen," " All the It might not have been as
W i y," "Three Coins in the humorous , but perhaps he
Fountain," "Call Me Irrespon- <;ould have shown us 4ow
sible," "High Hopes;'' "T_he some of his lyrics evolved fr.om
Christmas Waltz," " The Se- their initial versions to the
c_o nd Time Around," "Let It published ones.
Snow," " My Kind of Town,
The first act places its
Chicago Is," and "Love and primary emphasis on Sammy
Marriage, " winning four Ac- Cahn, who talks, sings, dances
ademy Awards and numerous and plays with the audience,
other musical prizes along the even pulling us into a singway, carefully, somewhat ir- along. The second act stresses
reverently takes his audienc~ the other performers, as Mr.
througn a brief autobiograph-· ""Cahn is always ready to
ical sketch that is sprinkled showcase the talents of the
with his early songs.
others. He is aware of the
No matter that his singing audience at all times, respondvoice is somewhat less that ing to the friendly comments
ideal. What he lacks in perfect from various observers. Fre10 %
/!

~

Skaters •.•Gymnasts •.•Exercisers .••

HOURS:

5045 Oaktor,, Skokie, Ill.

(Suite 1)

1>74-5064

on 2nd Floor

-----------------
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We're looking for a responsible career
oriented woman.

at Northeastern Illinois University on Thursday January
20, at 1 P.M. in the Music
Recital Hall in the " A" Wing.
Admission is free .ai:i,d all are
welcome.

.r_. _ . _. . . . . _ ,.,. . ,. ,. .,. ,._ -. . . . _.
HIDDEN
I . COVE ~

OPEN _FOR LUNCH

I
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INVENiORYTAKERS

§Weare seeking several persons
permanent part and full
§ time positions . Part time hours
§ are flexible with early morning
and evening hours most de-=
Esirable . High school graduates=
Ewith good working knowledge§
of simple math a must .
§
Apply at
§

Efor
E

WASHINGTON
§
INVENTORY SERVICE ~-599N . YorkRd ., Elmhurst

219-9098

i
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FREE - l Pitcher beer .with med. pizza
FREE - 2 Pitchers beer with large pizza
50¢ off - any luncheon order

I

:

I

I

i.
-~-~--------~----~~----i
I MoVIe
N1te , Sun., 10:30 pm,
i Ladies Nite , Tues. , &
~ Thu~s., Unescorted Females,
i $¢ a ,Drink

i·tOUNGE - PUB
. i 53_
3 8. .N. Lincoln
~

.

~---

· - 784-9638 ..,....,..~~~~......._.......
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NANOFAST, I.N C. has an immediate opening for · a
capable woman for general office and typing .
Responsibilities include typing proposals, sales letters,
new Hterature, etc., in addition to receiving . incoming
phon e calls and some help in purchasing, etc .
NAN OFAST makes a -variety of sophisticated electronic
equipment including some of the most advanced digital
and analog equipment available. NANOFAST products
are used by NASA and the Air Force for satalite and
space shuttle work, by the Energy Research and · •
Development Administration for laser fusion work, by
companies in the energy field for investigating for new 1
sources of energy, etc. The requirements of the position 1
include typing 50 wpm [or more], a willingness to
assume responsibility, and an interest in a variety of
work.
·NANOFAST,' INC.
416 W. Erie, Chicago, Illinois
For further information please call 337-7718.
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RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

"Known For Its Family Atmosp~ere & Fine Food "

t

SERVED DAILY

k~~!

STEAKS - CHOPS - SEAFOOD Specialties For

E;::-t:!zf tf ~
1401-Devon Avenue, 743-2208, Chicago, Ill.
J
Take Out Service /
OPEN TIL 1 AM Ask for Ken

;Get · experien-ce in - your area of
study or outside interest and
earn credit

tights • slippers

Swimmers.; .Cheerleaders .. .Belly Dancers
w-kdoys 12 noon to J P•"'·
Saturckys 10 • ·"'· to S p.m.
CloM4 on Wedn-oys
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Dancewear
leotards

quently , he holds the audience
in suspense as to which of his
many hits he is talking about,
until he, Ms. Danielle, Ms.
Jilliann or Mr. Romano beg:ins
singing the song. Nearly every
song is greeted by the
audience with warm, familiar
applause of recognition and
appreciation.
Most graciou"Sly, Sammy
Cahn extends proper credit to
his collaborators Jule
Styne, James Van Heusen ,
Nicholas Brodsky and others.
He even indudes -music that he _
did not write, using a brief
parody of music from Fiddler
on the Roof as it might be
I
written for a performer in Las
r t
Vegas.
J 'I
Sammy Cahn hops, skips
and bounces all over the stage,
bringing his enthusiasm right r I

}

.Cc~ dance lJarre

PRJN

to the audience, involving it
totally. His constant energy
level left me breathless.
Words and Music and
Sammy Cahn are pure delights
which must be seen.
Mr. Cahn will be appearing

/ LATE EVE SNACKS

Discount with this ad

Jan., 1977

The North River Commission, a non-profit community organization of
residents and staff working to stabilize and keep up their neighborhood , is
opening up an evening H.S. Youth Program at the Peniel Community
Center, 3839 West Lawrence. We are seeking Northeast ern Illinois
University students to staff progra,ms at this center.

Help plan various activities:
Chess
Dances
Crafts

Drawing
,
Painting
Basketball

Volleyball
Photography
Foosball Tourneys

The possibilities for programs are as varied as the people interested. We already have activities for guys and gals scheduled
on Monday and Tuesday evenings.
For information call
Jean Ryberg Erickson
463-5420

North River Commission
3440West La.wrence
Chicago, Illinois
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al _expenses. Students alone,
appropriation · less • than $94
incurred these educational
million recommended for the
costs. Now students, who also
ISSC will come directly out of
need relief from rising costs,
the pocke ts of lower and
are instead asked to pay a
middle income students prelarger portion of their relativesently receiving ISSC awards .
ly fixed budgets.
Yet when faced with such a
The BHE attempts to
tight money squeeze, the BHE
justify a tuition increase by
recommends an increase in the
• adding $2. 7 million to the
maximum award level · to
Illinois State Scholarship Com$1,575 per student. This
mis~ion budget to insure that
!',;a Lure }-, ,· · c,:.., t1!11v Lhos 2 · at
· no student will be denied
:Jri •. ,!P ;n s ll l G~•. ,rn, . V, ; 1, , the
access because of tuition
ISSC can ins11 re r> rc,:~" ' )r all
charges. In fact, the $2. 7
Th r n h P v
the
million represent~ only part of
]TI'':>-- ; ;,; , ''.;• ·:.: ;i ,•ri ·, ·,·,- : . . not
some $14 million necessary to
beforehand. T hP, ceiling, while
insure this. Last year alone
$1,500 for FY 77, has already
some 12,000 students who
been raised to $1,550 effective
either did or would have
in FY 78. This action may
applied for ISSC funds could
, need to be reevaluated in light
not do so because of insufof -the short money supply
ficient funds. $7 million would
available to ~11 students of
have been needed to meet their
higher education.
requirements. ·"The BHE's
The Association of Illinois
recommendation is deceptive if
Student Govermnents repreit leads one to believe that a .
sents student organizations at
$90 increase in tuition can be
public
colleges and universities
offset by only a $2. 7 million
throughout the state of Illinincrease in ISSC funds," said
ois.
Conway. How, because any

AISG calls BHE fund
request· 'irresponsible'

•The

staff of the Board of · _ion. Just yesterday, Governor- tax . on lower and middle
1
Higher Education has recomelect Thompson indicated that income students who attend
mended that higher education
state expenditures may only · public universities.
be funded at $94,180.500 for
increase $300 million for FY
The BHE suggests a 7%
Fiscal Year 1978. This calls for
78. Higher education can not increase in faculty salaries due
and increase of $108,061.500
reasonably expect to receive to inflation and cost of living
overlast year's appropriations
such a large portion of new increases. While AISG feels
for operations and grants. The
revenue.
that qualified personne! should
Association of Illinois Student
The new Governor has
be adequately compensated,
Government views this recomthe BHE staff fails to
indicate his desire not to
mendation as unrealistic and
increase taxes in the next two
recognize that the students
irresponsible in light of the
years. Raising tuition at the
suffer the same inflationary
state's current financial posituniversities is a special form of
pressures by recommendi1:g
$§0 to $120 increase Ill
tuition," said Jim Conway,
Executive Director of AISG.
The inflationary spiral
caused increases in room and
board, mandatory student
fees, books and other incident-

,

.._

............................................................................................................

A BIG .

-- I

~

I

I

i5 S4 DOLLARS 5 i
i
OFF
I
I

I

~----------,

-- $2 OFF

--

Bring in th is coupon for -big savings on an huge -selection of t_o ps and!
, - - - - - - - - - - - , famous name Jeans for,:
:;f,fbot~guys·and~als .

J

-- Any purchase
-- from $ 10-$ 15

I

---

I

I
~~~.J.1.~~2----~ STA~LEY A -- I
-- $4 .0FF
I
3316W.Foster
,.
I
~

Any purchase

I

IARE. YOUR
INSURANCE RATES
TOOHIGH?

L

-- $3 OFF

-- Any purchase

~

..

I

I
I
I

-~

(n ext to Flip Side)
583-4434

-_.

Call Gary Robinette

I

966-7671

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., L.-----Expires'•

~ from $20-$25 January 31 ■

EX
CEL
.
.
CONTACT
LENSES

•
•

•

ONE DAY REPLACEMENT OF
MOST HARD CONTACTS
I

CLEANI/\/G AND PnL!S.1-f ING WHILE
YOU WAIT
FREE WITH UNI ID CARD

-

Automobile Insurance
.
8605 N. Milwaukee , Niles, Illinois

-

.,

AU

J//1,·.
1

• •

Research Services, Inc.

•

, .',\nma;;r~~~

407 S. DEARBORN • ROOM 600

CHICAGO. ILL 60605
(312) _922-0310

research assistance only.

1--¥:i~~~~::7 Irrv;STi
i

Program

,._..~......~,_..Mla>4,,_,.~~,,_..~,,_,.,,_,.,,_,.,_..,,_,.,,_,.,,_.......,.,,_,.,,_,.... , _

I

SOFT LENSES AVAiLABLE

In the Teacher Center Program, studentswillbecomein-

!

v9lved in a graduated and
progressively more demanding series of practical experienced in public school settings.

1
1

- - - - · - - - -· --·

For information
contact

·· ································ ·········.·······:···········
6770 North Lincoln Ave .
Chicago, Ill . 674-95-19

',

Northeastern Illinois
University
College of Education

I

in an experiential
teacher education
program?

0

I
i' •INTERESTED
i
in a new
I
-1'

',

I
I

and different
learning experience?

•INTERESTED

I
I
I
'_1_

in' getting more
than an adequate
pre-student teaching
experience in

I_

MCAT•DA T•LSA T•SAT
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • CPAT • VAT
Over 38 years of exper ience and success. Small classes . Voluminous
home study materials . Courses that are oonstantly updated . Centers open
days & weekends all year . Complete tape facilitie s for review of class
lessons and for use of suppl-ementary materials . Make-ups for missed
lessons at ou r centers .

~

ECFMG•FLEX

NAT'L MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours
Our broad range of programs provides an- umbrella of testing know-how
that enables us to offer the best preparation availab le, furthe r -improving
the individual course you've selected.

(312) 764-5151
Chicago , IL
Sprin_g, Summer & Winter compacts
Most classes- 8 weeks before exam

~:k~ree 800•221-9840
Centers in Major

us

Cities

~ ~ 'W wJ;,j ~ ~~a 1r/
r2
_;

I

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

\

1

I Liii&ii · . 3336 West Bryn Maw r - 478-9440 ·
' ~;
I
I •~
FREE DELIVERY 11 alil-2 pm
I
Sub.marine Sandwiches
--------·
I Delicious
HomemadeChili-lceCream
I- - -i..,.t1il
, i• .i11l
.Homemade
Soups
I
L.:..
L.:..L.:..1/
L.:..
1I
.
. THIS WEEK ONL y
I
(Lentil , Chicken Noodle , P.otato,
\I Small Drink with the
I
II
Tomato, Mushroom Noodle)
II
purchase of
I
NewHours : 9:30amto7:30pm

ALSO . . _Vegetarian's Delights
·Moe, Larr:y ' C hees.e (4 _c t1eeses rnelte_d)

•,i

Outside N'( Sta te Only

~

,--------------------,
-,,~ . fl~-··_.. 1Wl 1l\1-,r ~ -Jfl Ja
_
b.
I

2050 W. Devon

95
49.
54.00
59.00
94.95
49.95
1.90

**
*
*
*!
!*
*
*
! American· !
* Sl
Sh
*
eep . op :
N. Kedzie
*! ·
t 4535267-2870
* ************** *
Hollywood Bed
!JwinMatt&Box
Full Matt & Box
Sofa Bed
Folding Cot
Pillows
·

;

I
I
_
Room 4-033
I,.__,.,,_..,._...,,_...,,_.,,.....1
schools?
........._..~,.__,.,,_.....,..,,._..,._...~,.__,.
......
....,,,_....._..~..,_f

PREPARE FOR :

,

I---_ ,,,,,,-......
·
i r r _ ~ - ."'Y' .· . \
i t:~•· _-. ·._l l l l zi l z·. .{
I 1...._"-\. • ~ . · - • -:;_ ., /
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I •INTERESTED

·,·

Dr. Frank Vogel
Coordinator of
Teac::hers Centers

-I

'Chere IS a differen&e!!!

728-8430- ■

1
1

I·

any sandwich

I

Offer good until January 20

I

■--~"'.'":-~-:~111!'-i
•1,c••ny w"sc~ 1•,!••.~~'\Joql,slt ·· 1·
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House restores funds

to BOG schools
Donald E. Walters, the stem. The House of RepresentExecutive Officer of the Board atives approved the motions
of Governors of State Colleges · restoring these funds on
and Universities, announced December 15. In accordance
December 16 that the Illinois with legislative intent, howHouse of epresentatives had ever, the universities have
- approved the restoration of the agreed to spend only 7 / 12 (i.e.,
seven months) of the amount
personal services app'r opriatnecessary to provide an additi011s for the universities in the
ional 2% salary increase to all
Board of Governors system
university employees for the
which were vetoed by the
current fiscal year. The funds ,
Governor.
in excess of the appropriations
These funds will allow the
approved by the Governor,Board to provide additional
provided to each m,1iversity
salary increases to university
under this agreement are noted
em ployees to allocate the
effects of inflation and to
below:
maintain the quality of our
educational programs.
Chicago State University
$128,034.
The
Governor
vetoed_
Easterrr Illinois University
$1,730,785 from the personal $176,448.
services appropriations in S.B.
Governors State University
1626 for the five universities in $84,870.
the Board of Governors syNortheastern Illinois Universi-

ty $142,150.
Western Illinois University
$252,569.
Dr. Walters noted that the
Board's first priority in its
appropriations request this
year has been funds for
adequate salary increases for
university employees. Our success in restoring the personal
services appropriations vetoed
by the Govenor is the result of
a joint effort by the Board and
the Central Office, - and the
Presidents, faculty, and students at the universities in the
Board of Governors system.
The Board and the universities
will continue to make every
effort to insure that adequate
resources are provided to the
universities in the Board of
Governors system to meet the
educational needs of our
students.
The motions restoring these

funds were sponsored by
Senator, Howard C~rroll in the

Senate and Representative
Eugene Barnes in the House.

A REMINDER

ATTENTION
SOPHOMORES

Miller test this month
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
The Miller Analogies Test is
a standarized test used in the
selection of graduate students
in universities throughout the
United States, and is required
of all students in the graduate
program at Northeastern Illinois University. It is recommended that the test be taken
before a student has completed
six hours in a program.
Most universities require
master degree students to take
either the Graduate Record
Examination or the miller
Analogies Test. Northeastern
requires that all students
complete the Miller Test; any
other tests previously complet-

ed are not acceptable.
The test will be administered on the main campus as
follows: Saturday, Jan . 22,
room S-102, 9 a.m.-11 a.m. and
11 a .m.-1 p.m .; Wednesday,
Jan. 26, room S-101, 4
p.m.-6 p.m.; and Saturday,
Feb. 5, room S-102, 9 a.m.-11
a.m. and 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
S-101 and S-102 are the
lecture halls located on the
first floor of the Science
Building.
The tests will also be
administered at the Center for
Inner City Studies, 4545 South
drexel , Saturday, Jan . 29,
room 101, 10 a.m.-12 noon.
since only a limited number
of students can be accommo-

dated at each session, reservations must be made in
advance. For reservations call
583-4050, extensions 327 or
363. For any additional information, call extension 327.
The testing fee is $7.00 and
is payable at time and place of
testing.
Copies of "Miller Analogies
Test-140O Analogy Questions"
by Arco Publishers are available in the University Book
Nook for $4.00 for any student
wishing to study sample
questions. However, the book
is merely a study guide and
does not contain the exact
questions that will appear on
the exam.

Psych lectu·re offered for all

There will be a meetmg of the Student
Senate tonight at 7
pm. Though regular
business will be discussed, the main purpose will be to go over
the proposed Student
Constitution.
A regular meeting
of the·Student Senate
will taKe place on
January 24.

'the Pro~ram of
the lcar isn•t on

1''~

Ifs in the .\ir f-'orec

R(rH :.
Find out about the two and fourForce ROTC programs
today. They both get you an Air
Force commission, an excellent
starting salary, challenging work,
responsibility, promotions, and a
secure future with a modern service.
Air Force ROTC also prepares
you for leadership positions
ahaad. Positions such as aircrew
member . . . missile launch officers . . . mathematicians ...
engineers .. . and research and
development scientists ..
Find out today about the benefits
of the Air Force ROTC program .
It's a great way to serve your
country and to help pay for your
college education.

year Air

Contact Captain Dennon
1312 1567 -3525'

Air Force ROTC
Gateway to a

of Life
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Clubs unite for Florida trip
'

by Liz Sygiel
The Biology I Club , Earth
Science Club and Wilderness
Society left on a joint trip to
Florida over the holidays.
Eighteen people left Northeastern in the early morning
hours on December 26 and
drove, into Melbourne, Florida
in the pre-dawn hours of
December 27. There they met
three more students from
Northeastern who left the
week before in order to confirm
reservations at certain loca-

tions throughout southern
Florida.
The reunited group headed
for the Everglades on the same
day. There they observed and
studied the only Tropical ' wet
rainforest in North America
and the abundant wildlife
'
which occurs there.
Tell tale
clues on the formation and the
constant changes of this
natural wonder were also
pointed quring the hikes into
the wilderness .
New Year's Even found

them in John Pennekamp
Coral Reef State Park. This
park is the only underwater
park in the United States and
was established entirely for
the purpose of making available one of the most complex
of all eco-systems, coral reefs,
available for observation and
study.
,The group here split into
two groups. Half were taken
out to the reefs where they
snorkled, and the others took
the glass bottom boat tour.

SCEC needs club help
winter carnival
The members of the St udent
Council for Exceptional Children are sponsoring a winter
carnival on February 3, 1977.
The proceeds from the carnival
will be donated to Children 's
Memorial Hospital ' s Recre·
ational Therapy Program.
The Council has invited all
Clubs and Organizations at
Northeasteri1 to help them in
this worthy cause by mainning
their own carnival game booth,
but many clubs have not, as
yet, responded. SCEC though,

is offering the clubs a second
chance to help them help the
children at Children's Memorial. Return your clubs ideas for
the booth to the SCEC
mailbox in the Special Education Department (Room 4051)
by January 24, 1977. All ideas
for the booths must be
approved by SCEC.
All the money collected by
your booth will be donated to
Children's Memorial Hospital.
If it is not possible for your
club to run your own booth,

•

· the carnival will also need
ushers, clowns and ticket
takers.
The carnival, with the
proper participation, will not
only help the children at the
hospital, but it can also be an
excellent opportunity to advertise the value of your own
club.
SCEC welcomes any ideas or
suggestions and, in the future,
will be willing to help participating clubs in any way they
can.

Please Check One:
Yes, we would like to run a carnival booth, our idea is:

We are unable to run a booth, but would like to help in some way.
No, we .are not interested in running a booth.

lost
Reward? Lost keys in Science
Bldg, 3rd floor Identify by a VW
key and Boat shackle on the ring.
Finder bring to security annex.

---------------/

jobs
JOB Part time, 20-24 Hours,
dow,-itown near Madison & Michigan, Protestant Church Office,
typing letters and general office.
Call Miss· Etten in Health Service
Ext. 355

GENERAL
OFFICE/ ASSIST
SALES MANAGER - Greet
people, typing and filing. Prefer
someone 20 yrs. old. North Town
Regrigeration, 4711 Lincoln, Chicago. Contact Andy 878-1122.
RECEPTIONIST - (Female)
Hanlde money and greet people.
Prefer neighboring resident. Need:
ed Tues. ·5-11 p.m. Salary $3.30/hr.
Touhy Tennis Club, 3450 W .
Touhy, Skokie. Contact Warren
Mason or Dan Olson at 679-678K
COMPANION/ AID - Take elderly man for walk, ride, etc. Three
days a week, hours flexible. Salary
$3.00/hr. Contact Seymour Gordon, 2625 Touhy, 334-5810.
ACCT. DEPT. CLERK - Needed
part time temporary until job is

filled. Typing 40 wpm. Salary
$3.00/hr. Keats-Lorenz Spring Co.,
3323 W. Addison. Contact Linda
at 588-3980.
BABYSITTER - Needed for six
months, begin Jan. 25. Hours and
days: T & W 7:30-4:30, Thurs.
9:30-4:30, Fri. 7:30-1:30. Must be
dependable and able to handle
children. Contact Eileen Jassman
at 262-5169.
GENERAL OFFICE - Part time
position 2-4 · week nights. Wei~s
and Co. 1 6160 N. Cicero. Col}tact
Jean Barron at 282-7373 after Jan.
10.

OFFICE WORK - Light typing,
filing, tJnswering phones at a
dental clinic. $2.30/hr. 1055 W.
Argyle, Chicago. Contact Robin at
878-1117.
GENERAL . OFFICE WORK Typing and good grammar. Part
time only, Midwest Electronics,
6444 N. Ridgeway, Lincolnwood.
Contact Pochelle at 679-3015.
Leave name and number only if
Rochele is not in.

'-.

111

To be returned to the SCEC mailbox - Special Education Office ( 4051) by
1/24/77.

\. free classifieds "')

The late evening of the 31st _however, when people, decided
found the Clubs in downtown that a trip to Florida would be
Key West where the "natives " incomplete without visiting
made the "tourists" feel very Mickey in his home at
welcome and everyone rang in Disneyworld. ·
the New Year together.
Overall the trip was very
On January first, the long enjoyable with just the right
1500 mile ride home began. combination of learning and
There was a slight detour, enjoying.

wanted
Wanted: Need someone to
sub-lease my studio apartment
located on Argyle and Kimball 8
minutes from school, rent is 115.00
·per month will get one free week of
rent for this month is interested.
Apartment_ is clean, cozy and
modem kitchen. Please call Eve at
71-5995 or 583-056 after 7 P .M.
Wanted: The nurse in Health
Service is in need of a ride to the
vicinity of Pulaski and Peterson
each day at 4 PM. Will pay. Call
Ext. 354, 355, or 356.

for sale
For Sale: '71 NO\:'.A 350 cu. in.
vinyl roof, air cond., power brakes,
power steering low mi. asking
$1200 775-5766 after 6 pm

---------------

For Sale: A pair of snow tires is
for sale. The size is E78-114 or
775-14. Best offer. Call 677-0982
after 3 p.m.

---------------

Brent Leatherman

Leatherman new
senate VP
by Robert J. Kosinski
The Student Senate of
Northeastern app~oved President Judy Macior's nomination of Brent Leatherman as
Student Senate Vice-president.
Leatherman will fill the position vacated by Macior when
she became president after the
resignation of former President
Rober McDonald.
Leatherman has been a
senator for over a year and has
served on many election
committees. He is also a
member of the Men's Tennis
Team and the manager of the
Women's Tennis Team.

The Student Government is
now circulating petitions to
ask the Chicago Transit Authority to provide reduced fare
passes for Northeastern students . Inquiries should be
directed to the Student
Government Office.
The senate attempted to
hold a meeting on January 17,
but a quorum was not met. A
special meeting has been called
for tonight at 7 p.m., mainly to
discuss the proposed Student
Constitution. A regular meeting has been scheduled for
next Monday, January 24 at 7
p.m.

personals

For Sale: 73 VEGA GT
hatchback, coppertone, 4 sp rl,
A/C, tinted glass, AM/FM, cust. Olivia:
int & mags, posi, new ratl}als,. &. . ,Tha~.!>..for ~11 y()ur he}p around
brakes, runs & looks good, 40,000 the office. You re a sweetheart.
mi, $1,200., Call 583-4050 X455
'~ Brent
bet. 11 & 5-Duke
--------------Judy:
Can't wait until we get some
FOR SALE: Two snow tires,
H78-15. Practically new . Best drapes. Nudge, nudge.
. Brent
offer. 835-4259
FOR SALE:
1967 chevy Impla SS, 327 Cubic
Inch Dispatchment, Automatic
Transmission-Console,
Bucket
Seats, AM-FM Eight-Track Stereo
In-Dash, Two Snow-Tires, Red
with Black Vinyl Top, Four Barrel
Carb.
If interested call Roh at
62/i-7684 after 5:00 P.M. Monday
thru Friday and after 12:00 Noon
on Saturday and Sunday.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.,1.

·

______ _

For Sale: Six string Dorado folk
guitar. A-1 condition. $75 firm.
Call Bob T. ext 508 for further
details.

roommate
Wanted: Female roommate to
share apartment around the
Northeastern area, address: 5614
N. Kimbal, Tel. 588-1153 please
call after 6:00 p.m. on Mon.,
Thurs., and Fridays. Saturday and
Sundays after 10:00 a.m. ask for
Emily

Woodfield Pro:
I hope our cars get better; this
is getting ridiculous.
Tennis Bum
Sharon:
Sorry I haven't been too
attentive recently but it seems like
all I've been doing lately is
running around in never ending
circles. Put up with me a while and
I'll try to make it up to you.
Brent

Robert Redford,
That was some impression you
made on Sandy at Anchor Inn. By
the way I like your magic trick
with the pepper.
Brent
Ann:
Thanks for getting these personals in.
Brent
Don:
I shouldn't say such bad things
about simple carpeting. Jimmy
got the wrong idea.
Olivia

r;; · 17, Jan., 1977
Patti:
Where are you. . . . . . . . .?
Olivia
Jimmy:
Have you brought any new
cassetts lately to listen to?
·
'
Olivia

------

,--------

Pie:
On second thought I don't think
yur office will make a good home
for your Aquarium. (Because it's
too smalll,
Olivia

The Mex,
Glad to see that you could make
it. Three days late is about
average for you.
~
Baby D and Terri
Jim of T.K.E.
Your presidency must come to a
close.
Hector T.K.E.

-------- ,' ----

Kristine,
Please "Tell Me Something ·
Good. ;'
Love,
Erich

To -Rich, The JV B-ball player,
I really love the way you use
your left hand to go to the hole. DIANEO
Thanks for always listening, you
Wanna play one-on-one?
. helped me through a difficult time. '
Your ever-admiring
fan
/
We've both made it through alot. I
think we have both turned the
Dear John,
corner
and can s,ee plenty of great-.
Thanks for talking to me and
reassuring me about you-know- things ahead. Take care.
TWO N's
who last Wednesday. You're a

_________

____ _

really great friend.

'
Still Tense

•

Tedy:
It's just not the same without
you. I miss you : XOXO I don't
care (except for you).

To: Gee , Your Hair Smells
Terrific:
I hope Chicago gets snow
storms all Winter, and all Spring,
and all Summer!!!
·
Toothpaste
Attention: ·
Donald Wallace is very ill and
would like calls. At Rush Presbyterian St. Lukes Hospital, room
·• 26 at the Hospital Swi~hboard. ·
Dear Chatea; braind:
Let's give it another try?
P .S . I
too many Christmas
cookies, how about you? Also hope
you get out of the gutter, it would
be messy down there?
Snails

m·

Ann :
My dawn is impatient and quick
to turn against me. Maybe it was
just the northern lights???
EEEEEEEEEEEE

Tedy:
Unfortunately you were ,c harged
and found guilty of the •greatest
crime against this university competency. Is that such a crime?
Sorry to hear we have lost you.
You'll be long remembered by the
students at Northeastern for what
you brought and gave to us.
the seven
PAN INN LIBBY
It was a pleasure seeing you
again. It looks like Monday is
going to have to be a regular day
for us.
JAMES CAGNEY
. I
MELISSA MANCHESTER
Did you know that you · were
once a student of mine?
PAULS.
To a concerned drunk:
I missed you last week. if you
can find the time stop in and say
'Hi', I promise I'll be in a good
mood.
Pan Inn·Libby

To Libby F .
Thanks for everything.

____

Libby 0.

/

.

---------

Mary, I love you, Now that we

Don (from the Florida Trip) :
I love you, too.
Babe

have the invitations, nothing. can
stop us! Bobby.

JOHN:
To the man in the tub,
If she won't read the sports
You're so silly. Couldn't you
wait ill you got out of the tub? Do _ section, forget her, she isn't worth
it.
you. think of me even when you're
RICK TALLEY
all soapy? Tell me, can you play
submarine in the tub? I bet you
INITIALS,
can!
I '11 always wear your second
Rubber duckie
by your side
hand present as a sign of a truly
- - - - - - - - - - -- --- - beautiful friendship I hope will
long continue. No, "hello, goodThank you Santa. It was well
bye" never even entered my mind
worth the wait.
and why should it. Thinking about
you only.
Dearest
Liz:
It's funny how much things can
TOM LASSER,
change in six months. But let us
Best wishes to you on your
look forward to an ever new dawn
birthday (Jan. 17). May the years
abreaking.
ahead hold much happiness for
you. /
EEEEEEE
Dear Charlies Owner:
Welcome back welcome back ,
welcome back. Thanks for the
beautiful vacation, Christmas and
New Years included.
LUVYA
Pizza Eater

\

Pinya,
The orange could never be as
cute as you. Hope you had a good
vacation.
Bill
Dear Pianist,
If music be the food of love,
play on . This one ' s for you
wlierever you go. I was hopeful
and you gave me the strength, but
que sera sera.

- - - I'- - - - - - - - - - Tedy,
The office hasn't been the same
since you Jeft. Guess you can't
fight the old guard at Northeastern.
, Your team

CARL ERIC
Good luck with your little
mexican dish!!!!! I got you the ski
mask, all you need now is the
fuzzy dice, dingle balls and the
racoon tails.
SAILOR ART

90 degree incisors,
Heaven definitely holds a place
for friends like you; thanks qmch
for listening.
pie

Doc,
Fie, but the world would be
truly · a sad place if it weren't for
friends like you and Patti. How do
you like my 'comtrampsion'?
pie
Paul Simon,
". . . all I have to do is
dream. . ." •· (as your friends the
Everly Brothers would say).
Love,
Woody Allen

----------~----

Eskimo,
Whatever
Wong? So (
it. Do you
tuition lines

DEAR OLIVIA
Doc and I are holding you
personally responsible for all this
stuff on the ground.
ROBERT REDFORD

Dear Janet and Mary,
Score 30 a piece for Big T.
Tom
Dear Star,
What happened? We used to
understand each other but now
you don't even talk to me. Why
don't we try to work something
out?
R.M .

happened to Suzie
admit it, I slept thru
realize how long the
were??? But it's OK.
nudge nudge
Penguin

Jimmy,
You're truly an inspiration. Stay
as sweet as you are.
love, pie

-

SWAN LAKE,
"Would you rather be a forest
than a street?"
PAUL SIMON
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Tedy [with one 'd']:
Ah yes, I remember it well.
The first one

Chucky,
.Dear Doctor Karin
· Welcome back. This is your first
Let me !iEJll you, that heating
personal of the year. I'm glad that
pad worked wonders.
you had an enjoyable holiday
JIM
season. Thanks for brightening
• mine up, too._I hope that you have
PIC
I know that I am going to be · a happy ay.d successful semester.
Love,
the only one not to make it. Fie,
Ming
what can I say? History r~peats!
,
JEREMIAH JOHNSON
SHARON
Hope you had a Happy
DEAR SMOKEY,
Birthday!!!!!!!!!!
I think it might be appropriate to
WAITER FRED
change Shardik's name. I'll explain next time I see you.
Dear Kidnapper Carlos,
FIVER
Forget that other woman. I
want to run away with ·you to
RIDE THE TIGER!
Poland, and drown ourselves in
---------- , ---mad, passionate saurkraut makBRENT,
ing.
Tell me, what can we order you
_Love,
to eat?
Linstance
UNSIGNED

Depµty ChiefUNI has taken it's second step
backwards. The man on three
· reigns supreme while the observer
on two ~its back and lets him rule
the castle. Don't take it to heart;
it happens to the best of us Mendel found out too.
Just riding out my time

FRID.AV, JANUARY 28

UNI '
HOMECOMING
19·77
,

PRINT
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BANQUET
The evening will begin with
a complete roast beef dinner at 6:00 p.m . · Mr . John
(Red) Kerr, the first coach
of the Chicago Bu l1 s
Basketball team, will be the
guest speaker . Also, th e
1976 Faculty or the Y 1r
. Award will be presented by
the Alumni Association .

.

GAM-E
(GO EAGL ES!)

At 7: 30 p .m ., the No rth eastern Golden Eag_les
I
take o n· Lewis C oll ege in
w hat sho ul d pro ve to bf
excitir\Q battle on the c o

DANCE
Following the gam e
Home coming Da n e,
Alumni Hal l. ;' Syno '
Chicago band , w ;featured.

R~servat ions for the banquet

will be ta ken .at the Box Office
until , January ·20. Tickets are
$5.50 per student.

.
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Injuries, other problems caus~
uneven season for B-hall Eagles

Bobby Beckam sits disap·
pointed after the Eagles' loss
to St . . Xavier College. [Photo
by Carol Jean Zalatoris]

by John Stepal
Talk about having to overcome adversity!
In his first year as · head
co~ch of the Golden Eagles,
Doug De Vincent, has experienced enough setbacks to last
him a lifetime. He has led the
team through a 1 difficult road
schedule which has seen the
Eagles lose to such teams as
Grand Valley, Lakeland, and
more recently , Quincy and
North east Missouri. North eastern .has played well enough
h owever ,_ to defeat Culver-.
Stockton, as well as winning

t he IIT Classic, beating the
host school and Judson.
Injuries to Sam Clark and
Gary Briars, our two starting
forward s, hav e not helped
matters much, either, as Clark
sprained his ankle recently in a
game at Ohio, a nd Briars is
just now returning to the
lineup after a broken ankle
kept him out of action for
nearly a month. To make the
situation even worse, the team
will have to play the rest of the
season without the services of
Br.ad Davis and George Shimko , who are ineligible this
trimester. Both of these players will be sorely missed, . as
· Brad filled in remarkably well
when Gary was injured, and
George was the team's sparkplug, coming in and often
making a few quick buckets.
This ' was the situation last
FridaY. as the Eagles prepared
to meet St. Xavier, winners of
the conference crown last year
and heavy favorites to repeat
depending on the hours the
- again this season. On paper,
team members have free in the
the Cougars appeared even
afternoon. Team members will
stronger than last year, and a
begin playing games from the
rout seemed inevitable.
second week of Sep tember· ft never came, and SXC was
un t il the weather permi ts,
lucky to walk away with their
probably arou n d November .
77-72 victory.
The comp-etition will consist of
Coach De Vincent started
such schools as University of
Briars
and Ro n Bate s, a
Chicago, Northwestern Illinois
freshman out of Vuca ~,~ nal, !:tt
Universi t y , Concord ia , a nd
forwa r d , T yrone Ru tues a t
Wheaton.
center, and Lamont Mondane
This sport is also available
to t hose who would like to play
aft!)r · graduation. There is a
Chicago F ield Hockey Association, recently combined with
the North Shore Associa tion ,
which Ms . Meyers is a member
of. The A s sociati_on plays
national tournaments and has
traveled to London for internaby Lynn Hitchcock
tional championship games.
T he women 's g y mna stics
If you would lik e to
team competed in two triangu· p articipate in this p opular
la r m eet s jus t before -t he
sport of Field Hockey, contact
t rimes ter break , a nd came
Ms. Meyer s in the P .E.
away with
pair of second
Department.
place finishes.
On December 10 they opposed Concordia and W aubonsee, a meet which saw ',lan -Nerovich accumulate enough
points to t ake second place in
the all -around competi t ion.
Kathy Koril, - meanwhile, finished fifth. The team managed
one first, however, that being
Nerovich's floor exercise routine. Jan also took second in
the uneven _parallel bars. Other
point-producing finishes included Joyce Furczuk's third
place, (vaulting) Koril's second
verses Circle.
There will be an intermural · on -t he balance beam , and
basketball meeting tomorrow Gloria Feliciano's second place
at 1 :00 in the gym. At least · finish in floor exercise.
T he women 's n ext meet
one representative from each
ca
me fiv e days la t~er at
team should be present. All
rosters must be turned in by Concordia, but t his time their
other opponent was Triton,
Thursday January 20.
one of the tougher schools in
RECREATION HOUR~ :
Gym A Monday . 10-12 , the state. Consequently, the
Wednesday 10-11, Friday 10- points came a little tougher,,
and t he girls' finishes weren't
12
Gym C: Monday 10, Tues- as high. However, some excepday 10-11 , 1-2, Wednesday tional pedormances were turn10-12, Thursday 9-11 , 1-2, ed in, including Kathy's third
place finish in the all-around ,
F.riday 10.
·
Pool: Monday 11-12, Tues- Jan's fourth place total in the
day 1-2 , Wednes d;y 2-S, same event, and Gloria's floor
- Thursday 9-10, 1-2, and Friday exercise routine, which earned
her fourt h place.
10-11.

Field Hockey added
to UNI sports
by Benilde Polverini
A Women's F ield Hockey
team is being started by Ms.
Meyers, of t he Physieal Education D ep a r t m ent here a t
Northeastern. You do not have
to have any experience to join
t he team . Ms . Meyers will be
teaching all you have to know .
Th e gam es uses eleven
. persons on each team . The
ideal number of 22 is the
number of people Ms. Meyers
is trying to recruit in order for
practice. There are 5 forwa rds
3 halfbacks, 2 fullbacks and a
goalie. Th e p osi t ion s a r e
similar to the ones played in
soccer.
T h e equ ip m ent u sed a re
hard leat her balls and sticks.
The players wear shin guards,
and the goalie wears additional
protective gear. The game is
played on a field the size of a
football field .
The recruits will be working
out every day for 'two hours,

jock

\l shorts
by John Stepal
The Gold en E agles ' next
game is t omorrow v erses
Chicago State at 7:30. Don't
miss a chance to see this
spirited team in action.
-Our hock ey - team plays
Thursday night, J anuary 20,
at 10:00 a t t he Niles Sports
Complex at Ballard and Cumberland roads. The opponent is
Du Page College.
-Our Women's Gymnastics·
team faces a stern test today
at 4 when they host .Northwestern and Triton.
-The .Aquamen otherwise
known as the ,Swim Team face
North Park at 4 tomorrow.
They also compete Friday ·

and Bobby Beckam at guards:
It took these fi ve almost three
minutes .l-> fore they scored a
basket, t .. it s0on became
apparent ttiat t hey came to
play, as they grabbed a 26-20
lead with 7:14 to play in the
half. The Eagles were playing
great team defense, and Tyrone was play ing s u ;.>erbly ,
dominating the game at both
ends of the floor. The only
reason the Cougars managed
to stay as close as they did
was because of their great
amount of free throws, as they
were in the bonus situation
with thirteen minutes left in
the half, an occurrence that
would come back to haunt the
Eagles later. The half ended~
with the Golden Eagles ahead
35-30.
Our cagers knew they
couldn't afford to be complacent, so they came out
smoking in the opening minutes of the second half,
increasing their lead to 50-38
with_ 15 :55 remaining . The
Eagles ' press was largely
responsible for this, as it
forced the Cougars into many
turnovers. Rutues was cont inuing his fine play, and
Beckam wa s scor ing and
lea ding t he E agles' attack
masterfully .
Unfortunately, that's -when
the bottom fell out, as the
Cougars went to a fullcourt
0

press and began hacking away
at t he Eagles ' lead. U N I
couldn 't buy a basket, and St .
Xavier t00k th!' •end 63-62
with 7: 25 left . During t his
tim e SX C dominated t he
defensive boards , permitting
the Eagles only one shot each
t ime down the flo or. _Also
apparent was t he team's lack
of s coring at the forward
position, as it was a sad sight
seeing Sam Clark hobbling
around on the court. Beckam
' ended up with 26 points before
fouling out with nineteen
seconds left , and Rutues
scored 25 in addition to his 21
rebounds, 11 of them coming
at the offensive end.
I think it's high time the
conference started supervising
their referees a little more
closely. St. Xavier shot twen-ty-four free throws to our nine.
In the second half, the refs
called only three fouls on SXC,
two of them in t he last fifteen
seconds, when the outconie
was no longer in. doubt. One
thing that makes me wonder:
If t he refs do t his kind of job
here, what 's going -to happen
when we play at St. Xavier
February l?
Vince Lombardi once said,
" The harder · you work, the
harder it is to surrender."
Now I know what he meant .

Gymnasts p erform well
over hieak
a

Jan Nerovich performs her routine on the high balance beam
during competition against · Waubonsee College. She placed
second in all round competiti(!n that afternoon. [Photo by Carol
Jean Zalatoris]

